The details of structural disconnectivity in psychotic disorder: A family-based study of non-FA diffusion weighted imaging measures.
Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) studies in psychotic disorder have shown reduced FA, often interpreted as disturbed white matter integrity. The observed 'dysintegrity' may be of multifactorial origin, as changes in FA are thought to reflect a combination of changes in myelination, fiber organization and number of axons. Examining the structural substrate of the diffusion tensor in individuals with (risk for) psychotic disorder may provide better understanding of the underlying structural changes. DTI scans were acquired from 85 patients with psychotic disorder, 93 siblings of patients with psychotic disorder and 80 controls. Cross-sectional group comparisons were performed using Tract-Based Spatial Statistics (TBSS) on six DTI measures: axial diffusivity (AXD), radial diffusivity (RD), mean diffusivity (MD), and the case linear (CL), case planar (CP) and case spherical (CS) tensor shape measures. AXD did not differ between the groups. RD and CS values were significantly increased in patients compared to controls and siblings, with no significant differences between the latter two groups. MD was higher in patients compared to controls (but not siblings), with no difference between siblings and controls. CL was smaller in patients than in siblings and controls, and CP was smaller in both patients and siblings as compared to controls. The differences between individuals with psychotic disorder and healthy controls, derived from detailed diffusion data analyses, suggest less fiber orientation and increased free water movement in the patients. There was some evidence for association with familial risk expressed by decreased fiber orientation.